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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Sulfide  solutions  are  the  most widely  selected  electrolyte  for the  photoelectrochemical  characterization
of  metal  chalcogenide  (like  CdS  and  CdSe)  based  solar  cells  because  its good  hole scavenging  properties
and  improved  stabilization  of  the  semiconductor  sensitizer.  However,  the photocurrent  values  of CdS
sensitized  TiO2 photoanodes  depend  on  the  sodium  sulfide  analytical  concentration  and  pH values  in  the
electrolyte  solution.  In this  report,  we  show  that  the  mass  transport  of  the  sulfide  hole  scavenger  is the
eywords:
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olar cell
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main  limiting  process  and if  its  concentration  is lower  than  the  HO− concentration  there  is  a competition
for  adsorption  sites  onto  TiO2 surface,  decreasing  the  photocurrent  value.  A  careful  optimization  of  these
two  variables  it  is necessary  in order  to attaining  high  overall  photoelectrochemical  cell  efficiency.

©  2014  Elsevier  Ltd.  All  rights  reserved.
iO2

hotocurrent

. Introduction

Nanostructured semiconductor films have been successfully
mployed as photoanodes in photoelectrochemical cells [1]. The
hotoinduced charge separation achieved using the band gap exci-
ation of the semiconductor films is crucial in maximizing the
hotocurrent generation efficiency. One approach to maximize the
harge separation in such films involves coupling two different
emiconductor materials. Sequential deposition of metal oxides
ike TiO2 and metal chalcogenide films like CdS on an optically
ransparent electrode promotes charge separation by accumulating
lectrons and holes in two different semiconductor layers. The elec-
rons are then expected to be transported to the collecting surface
ith minimal charge recombination [2].

In these cells the electrolyte which separates the anode and
athode regenerates the photoactive component facilitating the
nterfacial electron transfer. Dissolved in the electrolyte are redox
ouples which are used to react at the surfaces of the counter and
orking electrodes. The maximum photovoltage one would expect
fter the excitation of the semiconductor/electrolyte interface is
he difference between conduction band and the redox potential
f the electrolyte. This voltage can be manipulated by varying the
edox potential of the couple. In consequence, this value and how

∗ Corresponding author: Tel.: +54 351 5353866x53487.
E-mail address: gerbino@fcq.unc.edu.ar (L. Gerbino).

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2014.06.019
013-4686/© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
the components of the solutions interact with both electrodes are
of great importance and play a crucial role in the performance of
these cells [3].

The photo-conversion efficiency depends not only on the effi-
ciency of light harvesting by the sensitizer but also on the
efficiencies of transport of photogenerated electrons and holes in
the cell [4]. In turn the efficiency of transport of the photo-formed
electrons depends on the efficiency of electron injection from
the sensitizer, efficiency of electron transport in nanostructured
TiO2 phase and efficiency of electron collection at the transparent
electrode. In a similar way  the efficiency of transport of the photo-
generated holes can be related with efficiency of hole injection into
the electrolyte, transport in the electrolyte phase, and efficiency of
hole collection at the counter electrode. In sum, it is evident that
the efficiency of the transport of electrons and holes through the
whole circuit are strongly influenced by the nature of the redox
electrolyte.

In a TiO2 based liquid junction system, not all redox couples are
compatible with all sensitizers. In the case of cells sensitized by
chalcogenides like CdS- and CdSe- sulfide/polysulfide redox couple
is so far the most effective not only in scavenging the photogenera-
ted holes but also in avoiding the effects of photocorrosion [5,6]. It

was reported that the S2-/Sn

2− redox couple also produces a signif-
icant shift in the conduction band energies of many chalcogenides
toward negative potentials This effect arises from the surface inter-
action with sulfide (electron donor) as the metal chalcogenide
surface becomes negatively charged [7]. Anodic corrosion in most
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f the chalcogenides sensitizers is thermodynamically feasible
ecause the photogenerated holes can participate in surface oxida-
ion. The presence of sulfide, however, brings in stability because
t scavenges the holes with a competitive kinetics.

Recombination of photogenerated charge carriers in chalco-
enide nanocrystals is also an undesired process as it competes
ith the electron injection into TiO2 [6,8]. On the other hand,

he electron injection to TiO2 can be facilitated by optimizing the
nergy difference between the conduction bands of sensitizer and
iO2. One possibility is to shift the conduction band edge of TiO2
y inducing the protonation of surface groups [9,10]. Regarding
his last aspect, an increased rate constants with decreasing pH
as found, supporting the idea that conduction band alignment is

mportant to attain an efficient charge injection process, and hence
igher photoconversion [8].

Acid base properties of TiO2 may  also influence the role of pH
n the photoconversion process [10]. Charged surface species like
iO2− or TiOH− at alkaline pH values have been reported in relation
o photocatalytic activity of TiO2; it was argued that electrostatic
nteraction due to the increase of charged particles on the surface
ffect positively or negatively the photodegradation of dyes and
rganic sulfides by TiO2 [11,12].

Although sulfide is currently the couple of choice as shown in
he above considerations, there are so many processes that deter-

ine the overall efficiency of the cell that is difficult to find the
ptimal condition of the electrolytic solution in terms of pH and
oncentration. Additionally sulfide ion dissolved in aqueous solu-
ions has shown to be a complex system with complicate acid-base
nd redox equilibria. Purbaix diagrams reported in the literature
or this system indicate that is thermodynamically quite difficult
o obtain free sulfide ion and polysulfide derivatives; and perhaps
he existence of the last ones is mainly given by its slow redox kinet-
cs towards the formation of oxoanions or other sulfide oxidation
roducts [13]. As a consequence, there are numerous discrepancies
nd contradictions in the information reported in the literature. We
resent here a systematic study of the photocurrent response of CdS
ensitized TiO2 photoanodes at different sulfide concentration and
H values to evaluate the experimental conditions giving rise to
igher photocurrent values.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

Sodium Sulfide (Tetrahedron), Cadmium Acetate (Anedra), Tita-
ium(IV) tetraisopropoxide, Titanium(IV) oxide, anatase nanopow-
er (25 nm,  Aldrich) and ethanol (Dorwil) were used as received to
repare CdS sensitizer and TiO2|CdS films. Indium Tin Oxide coated
lass cuvette slides (ITO glasses, Delta Technologies) were used as
ptically transparent electrode. Sodium hydroxide and hydrochlo-
ic acid (Cicarelli) were used to adjust the solution pH values. All
olutions were prepared with ultrapure water (Mili Q-Mili RO sys-
em).

.2. Preparation of TiO2|CdS film photoanode

CdS was obtained by precipitation, mixing 0,1 M sodium sul-
de and 0,1 M cadmium acetate solutions, filtering, washing with
ltrapure water and drying. A mixture containing 90% w/w  of
iO2 nanopowder and 10% w/w of CdS (Ti:Cd atomic ratio = 13)

as finely divided and homogenized in a mortar. A suspension

f 0.25 g of TiO2|CdS mixture in 1 mL  of absolute ethanol was
btained after vigorous shake and sonication during 30 minutes.

 volume of 150 �L of Titanium(IV) tetraisopropoxide was  added
o the previous suspension to obtain the final casting suspension.
Acta 138 (2014) 464–467 465

This last dispersion was  doctor bladed onto an ITO glass following
the experimental details reported in [14]. After solvent evapora-
tion, the deposited layer was sintered at 450 ◦C during 30 minutes
to remove any organic residues and moisture as well as to obtain a
mesoporous TiO2|CdS layer.

2.3. Photoelectrochemical Measurements

All experiments were carried on a three electrode electrochem-
ical cell adapted in a standard 1 cm path length spectrophotometric
cuvette using a platinum wire as counter electrode and a
Ag|AgCl|KCl(sat) as reference electrode. The photoanode was
attached to one of the transparent faces of the cuvette with the
conducting surface facing towards the solutions and back-face
illuminated. Photoanodes were illuminated with a collimated, UV
filtered light source (Kratos LH-150/l 150 W Xe). The illuminated
area was  0.13 cm2, with an irradiation intensity of 100 mW cm−2.
Photoelectrochemical measurements were conducted using an
Autolab PGSTAT101 potentiostat/galvanostat. All measurements
were performed at a potential corresponding to the dark open cir-
cuit potential (three-electrode configuration).

3. Results and Discussion

Sulfide solutions have been the preferred electrolyte for the pho-
toelectrochemical characterization of photoanodes based on CdS
semiconductor [5,15]. The main reason for this is the good hole
scavenging properties of sulfide, from a kinetics and a thermody-
namics point of view, and the improved resistance to corrosion of
CdS in this electrolyte. Most reports of CdS sensitized photoanodes
indicate that the use of sulfide solutions at high concentrations
and extremely high pH values (pH∼ 13) are the best choice for a
good photoelectrochemical performance [16]; however there are
no clear evidences of the optimum analytical concentration and pH
values necessary to obtain a reasonable good photoelectrochemical
performance of CdS sensitized photoanodes. Some reports indicate
that a high pH value is necessary to ensure the existence of the ion
S2− in the electrolyte [13]; however, it is very well known that S2−

is a strong base (Kb> 10) and its free concentration in an aqueous
electrolyte is negligible. Due to this, we will consider that solutions
prepared with sodium sulfide, with pH values ranging from 9 to 14,
have HS− as the main free sulfide derivative species.

In this report we evaluate the dependence of photocurrent
values of CdS sensitized TiO2 photoanodes at different analytical
concentration of sodium sulfide and different pH values in the elec-
trolyte solution.

Fig. 1 shows the photocurrent profile of a CdS|TiO2 photoanode
at different HS− concentration when illuminated with white light.
Clearly there is an optimum, intermediate concentration value that
leads to a maximum photocurrent record. Lower HS− concentra-
tion (1 mM,  Fig. 1a) shows a steady photocurrent smaller than that
developed at the beginning stage of illumination, while higher sul-
fide concentration leads to a decrease of the steady photocurrent
value.

Fig. 2 summarizes the dependence of steady state photocurrent
values as a function of the HS− concentration. Clearly, for the
evaluated experimental conditions, there is an optimum HS− con-
centration of 0.010 M,  which gives the maximum photocurrent
recorded.

Low HS− concentration values give smaller photocurrent. It can

be argued that a lower concentration decreases the rate of the
hole scavenging reaction; however it seems the mass transport of
HS− is mainly responsible for the small photocurrent value at low
HS− concentration values. Fig. 3 compares the photocurrent pro-
files obtained at different HS− concentration values for quiescent
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Fig. 1. Photocurrent measurements of TiO2|CdS at different HS− concentration val-
ues: a) 1 mM (pH= 10.7), b) 10 mM (pH= 11.7), c) 100 mM (pH= 12.8).
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ig. 2. Stationary photocurrent values of TiO2|CdS at different HS− concentration
alues. The error bars are the range of six different measurements.
xygen free electrolyte and convection forced by nitrogen bubbling.
learly, convection of the electrolyte has an effect on the rate of
he hole scavenging reaction and the photocurrent value reaches a
onstant of 20 �A at two different HS− concentrations (5 mM and

ig. 3. Photocurrent measurements of TiO2|CdS with (continuous line) and without
dash line) N2 bubbling, at different HS− concentration values: a) 1 mM,  b) 5 mM,  c)
0 mM.
Fig. 4. Photocurrent of TiO2|CdS in 10 mM HS− electrolyte, at different pH values.
The error bars are the range of five different measurements.

10 mM;  Fig. 3b and 3c respectively). This last observation evidences
that even at low HS− concentration values (∼5 mM)  the hole scav-
enging reaction is mainly dominated by HS− mass transport and
that the reaction kinetics does not depend on the HS− concentra-
tion value. These previous results were recorded with the use of
HS− solutions with different pH values, given by the basic nature
of sodium sulfide. Then, the observed trend would be given by a
change of the electrolyte pH value. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of
the steady photocurrent as a function of the electrolyte pH value, at
a constant HS− concentration (10 mM). It can be observed that the
steady photocurrent is constant (considering the error bar over-
lapping) up to a pH= 12.5; beyond this pH value the photocurrent
suddenly decreases. This decrease could not be associated with and
acid-base equilibrium involving S2− and HS-, because the acid con-
stant for the last is very small (pKa2 > 15) [13,17–19]. It should be
noted, from Fig. 4, that at pH > 12.5 the HO− concentration is con-
siderable high, in fact, higher than the HS− concentration used in
these experiments (10 mM).  Then, a simpler explanation for this
trend could arise from a competitive ionic exchange between HO−

and HS− over the available adsorption sites on CdS. As HO− is not a
good hole scavenger, when compared to HS-, an increase of the HO−

concentration hinders HS− to adsorb on CdS; this implies a decrease
of photocurrent. Additional evidence for this fact is shown in Fig. 5,
where two  photocurrent profiles at different HS− concentration

−
with the same pH value are shown. Higher HS concentration, with-
out changes in the HO− concentration, produces a photocurrent
increase. It should be noted that this increase reaches a value of
15 �A, the same constant value obtained in the trend observed in
Fig. 2 at high HS− concentration.

Fig. 5. Photocurrent measurement of TiO2|CdS at pH= 13.3. HS− concentration:
10 mM (continuous line) and 100 mM (dash line).
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ig. 6. Scheme showing the electrostatic hindrance of HS− over negatively charged
iO2.

There are previous reports of band shifting of TiO2 at increasing
H values that would in principle modify the band alignment with
dS and produce a slower electron injection from the sensitizer to
iO2 conduction band [8]; however, the evidence shown in Fig. 5
annot be explained just by a lack of band alignment. If this were the
ase, an increase of HS− concentration at a high pH value, would not
mprove the electron injection efficiency; rather an improvement of
he hole scavenging process would be responsible of the observed
ncrease of photocurrent. As photogenerated holes reside in the CdS
alence band, is not expected that a shift of the TiO2 valence and
onduction bands due to an increase of HO− concentration would
ave any effect on the hole scavenging process (Fig. 6). Accordingly,
n electrostatic hindrance of HS− to reach the TiO2 membrane, now
ith more negative charge on its surface (HO− adsorption or TiO−

urface sites), is a simpler explanation for the observed evidences
Fig. 6).
. Conclusions

It has been shown that the mass transport of the hole scavenger
HS−) is the main limiting process towards getting an optimum

[
[
[
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photocurrent value of the CdS|TiO2 sensitized photoanode. Actual
concentration of HS− has little effect on the hole scavenging reac-
tion if its concentration is higher than the HO− concentration,
which has a deleterious effect on the photocurrent when it begins to
compete by adsorption sites. Additional research is going through
to establish the relative surface excess of HO− and HS− over TiO2
and CdS.

In summary, a careful optimization of the HS− concentration
is needed on any particular thin layer cell configuration to ensure
enough mass transport kinetics. On the other hand, the HO− con-
centration should always be smaller than the HS− concentration,
independently on the cell configuration.
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